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Message from the Regional Chair and the Chief Administrative Officer

The Region’s 2011-2014 Strategic Plan has provided a framework that has 
guided priority-setting and decision-making for Regional Council and staff 
over the last four years. This report provides highlights of the significant 
work completed in the five strategic focus areas during the 2011-2014 term 
of Regional Council.

The Region has made remarkable progress over the last four years, which 
would not have been possible without the commitment and tireless 
work of Regional Council and thousands of Regional staff. In addition 
to delivering all of our ongoing programs and services, Council and staff 
provide the energy and dedication to identify creative new solutions to the 
community’s most critical needs. We also continue to benefit greatly from 
ongoing partnerships with many groups and individuals including the area 
municipalities, community partners, advisory committees and other orders 
of government. 

We encourage you to read about our progress and think about what 
priorities you would like the Region to focus on over the next four years 
(2015-2018). 

Waterloo Region is a thriving community and we must continue to plan 
carefully and engage citizens in order to ensure that our community remains 
a place we are all proud to call home. 

Sincerely,

SEE OUR PROGRESS
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Ken Seiling,
Regional Chair

Mike Murray,
Chief Administrative Officer
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Strategic Plan framework

Waterloo Region is a prosperous community and continues to earn its reputation as a forward-thinking, 
attractive place to live, work, play and raise a family. Regional Council’s practice has been to establish a 
Strategic Plan for each term of Council that identifies the organization’s priorities for the next four years. 

The 2011-2014 Strategic Plan was based on extensive public and staff consultation that helped to 
identify the most pressing priorities for this term of Council. Despite the challenges over the last four 
years, the Region has made considerable progress on the strategic priorities. In addition to delivering 
ongoing programs and services, Council and staff have provided the energy and dedication to identify 
creative solutions for the community’s most critical needs. The Strategic Plan has provided a framework 
that has guided decision-making and priority setting over the four year term of Council.  

The main components of this framework include the Region of Waterloo’s Vision, Mission, Values; and 
the Focus Areas, Strategic Objectives and Actions.

Vision
The Strategic Plan elements are driven by the vision.  The vision describes the preferred future and the 
impact that the organization hopes to have on the community:

Waterloo Region will be an inclusive, thriving and sustainable community committed to maintaining 
harmony between rural and urban areas and fostering opportunities for current and future generations.

Mission
The mission describes the organization’s purpose and addresses why the organization exists: 

The Region of Waterloo provides innovative leadership and services essential to creating an inclusive, 
thriving and sustainable community.

Values
The values are the guiding principles that help Council and staff achieve the vision and fulfill the mission. 
The values are the collective commitment to how staff and Council work with citizens, customers, 
colleagues and community partners:

Service: We provide excellent public service and strive to understand and meet the needs of all those we serve.
Integrity: We practice high standards of ethical behaviour and conduct ourselves with an openness 
and transparency that inspires trust.
Respect: We create an environment where people are included, valued and treated with dignity.
Innovation: We foster an environment of leadership, excellence and creativity.
Collaboration: We build internal and external relationships to achieve common goals and resolve differences.

http://seeourprogress.regionofwaterloo.ca
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Environmental Sustainability
Protect and enhance the environment.

Growth Management and Prosperity
Manage growth to foster thriving and 

productive urban and rural communities.

1.

4.

5.

2.

3.

Sustainable Transportation
Develop greater, more sustainable 
and safe transportation choices.

Healthy and Inclusive Communities
Foster healthy, safe, inclusive 

and caring communities. 

Service Excellence
Deliver excellent and responsive services 

that inspire public trust.
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Making our vision a reality

Strategic Focus areas for 2011-2014
Five focus areas for the 2011–2014 term of Council were developed, each with unique objectives 
and actions.  These strategic priorities were committed to by Regional Council in 2011 and this report 
highlights the progress on some of the actions found in the Strategic Plan. 

1. Environmental Sustainability: Protect and enhance the environment.

2.  Growth Management and Prosperity: Manage growth to foster thriving and productive urban 
and rural communities.

3.  Sustainable Transportation: Develop greater, more sustainable and safe transportation choices.

4. Healthy and Inclusive Communities: Foster healthy, safe, inclusive and caring communities. 

5. Service Excellence: Deliver excellent and responsive services that inspire public trust.
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Progress on the five strategic focus areas

There have been a number of challenges over the last four years, 
including the lingering effects of the recession which has reduced the 
Region’s revenues, while at the same time placing added pressures 
on Regional services. Despite these challenges, the Region has 
made significant progress on the objectives and actions set out in 
the Strategic Plan. Over the past four years the Region has tracked 
and monitored progress on each of the actions found in the Strategic 
Plan, and this report provides a summary of some of the highlights. 
In addition to the items summarized in this report, great progress is 
being made on many of the Strategic Plan actions. A comprehensive 
overview of progress on all of the 73 action items can be found on 
our Strategic Plan progress reporting website; http://seeourprogress.
regionofwaterloo.ca/. 

All of these efforts are helping the Region move toward our vision of 
an inclusive, thriving and sustainable community.

http://seeourprogress.regionofwaterloo.ca/
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Environmental Sustainability

Protect and enhance the environment.

Clean air, water, land and green spaces are critical to keeping Waterloo 
Region healthy, sustainable and livable. The Region of Waterloo 
considers the environment in all of its decisions and has worked with 
Area Municipalities and other community partners to foster community 
stewardship of the natural environment. 

Funding program to support community based environmental 
initiatives  
Since it’s inception in 2011, the Integrated Community Environmental Fund 
(CEF) has provided a total of $430,000 in grants for 75 projects, with a total 
leveraged value of almost $1.7 million. The annual grant program provides 
funds to local sustainably-minded projects that benefit our communities. In 
2014, the CEF awarded nearly $115,000 to 21 qualifying projects including 
nine school greening projects, a project to renew tree canopies along the 
TransCanada Trail, and a project to expand a community garden at the 
House of Friendship. An ongoing focus of the Fund includes planting trees 
in schoolyards, along trails, on public lands and private properties. The Fund 
has supported other environmental initiatives, such as controlling invasive 
non-native species, promoting sustainable local food production, restoring 
natural areas, waste diversion, alternative energy and transportation, and 
environmental research projects. 



Reduce the amount of waste going to landfill
A new Waste Management Master Plan was needed to guide the future 
of Waste Management for Waterloo Region as there is an expected 20 
year capacity left in our landfill site. Work on the Master Plan began in 
April, 2012 and was approved in November, 2013. Throughout the planning 
process, the Region reviewed current waste management programs and 
performance, identified opportunities to divert even more waste from 
landfill, identified options for future residual waste management and 
evaluated the sustainability of those options, and recommended options for 
long-term management of waste. 

Waste diversion programs have resulted in an increase in residential waste 
diversion from landfill from 51 per cent to 53 per cent between 2010 and 
2013 even as the Region’s population increases each year.

Waste landfilled in Waterloo Region

Reference:  A) 2013 Key Indicator Report, ROW-Waste Management (Total Residential and ICI waste for Cambridge and Waterloo landfill ) 
B) 2013 Year-end Population and Household Estimates  

http://seeourprogress.regionofwaterloo.ca
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Environmental Sustainability

Protect the quality and the quantity of our drinking water sources
The Water Efficiency Master Plan 2015 - 2025 was approved by Council 
in June, 2014. The goal of the Plan is to continue to deliver existing and 
proposed new programs with approximately the same annual budget as 
current programs. Targets within the Plan include: decreasing residential 
per capita water use from 202 to 165 litres per day; reducing cumulative 
drinking water usage by 1,370 million litres per year; and avoiding the 
release of a cumulative 7,700 tonnes of greenhouse gases. Water 
conservation and efficiency efforts are working; between 2000 and 2013 
water consumption decreased by 9 per cent while the service population 
increased 26 per cent. This has allowed the Region to defer (perhaps 
indefinitely) the need for a water supply pipeline. 

Total residential, business and institutional water consumption in 
Waterloo Region

SEE OUR PROGRESS
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The Region of Waterloo completed a Master Plan for wastewater treatment
in the Region in 2007 which recommended upgrades to both the Waterloo 
and Kitchener Wastewater Treatment Plants (WWTP). The Waterloo Plant 
upgrade is 95 per cent complete and will improve the quality of effluent 
discharged to the Grand River as well as maintain reliability by replacing 
aging equipment at the plant. The Kitchener WWTP upgrades and new 
treatment plant are high-priority projects for the Region as we work to 
improve water quality in the Grand River. A phased approach for upgrades 
to the Kitchener WWTP has been implemented and is currently 25 per 
cent complete. The upgrades completed to date have reduced ammonia 
concentrations in the effluent going into the Grand River by 80 per cent. 
Further upgrades with a total budget of $422 million will be completed over 
the next 10 years and will result in further improvements in effluent quality 
and water quality in the Grand River.

Reduce green house gas emissions
The Region of Waterloo has created a greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 
inventory and action plan which has resulted in a 15 per cent reduction in 
green house gases between 2009 and 2011. Over 25,000 tonnes of GHG 
emissions were prevented by improving the energy efficiency of Regional 
buildings and traffic signals, using renewable energy, greening our fleet 
of vehicles, improving wastewater operations and reducing landfill gas 
emissions. Corporately, our GHG emission reductions in one year were 
equivalent to taking 5500 cars off the road. Implementation of the Region’s 
Corporate GHG Action Plan has also yielded almost $400,000 in energy/
fuel savings and $180,000 in revenue from solar photovoltaic systems on 
Regional buildings.

Did you know
• Over 25,000 tonnes of 

GHG emissions were 
prevented by improving 
the energy efficiency of 
Regional buildings and 
traffic signals, using 
renewable energy, 
greening our fleet of 
vehicles, improving 
wastewater operations 
and reducing landfill 
gas emissions. 

• Water conservation 
and efficiency efforts 
are working; between 
2000 and 2013 
water consumption 
decreased by 9 per 
cent while the service 
population increased 26 
percent.

http://seeourprogress.regionofwaterloo.ca
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Growth Management and Prosperity

Manage growth to foster thriving and productive 
urban and rural communities.

Growth management strategy 
The Region is now the tenth largest metropolitan area in Canada, and 
the fourth largest in Ontario with a growth rate above both the provincial 
and national averages. The Region is projected to experience continued 
population growth, adding 200,000 people over the next 20 years. 
Managing and shaping this expected growth while maintaining rural 
character, protecting our environment and encouraging more development 
within our existing built up areas will be key to fostering community 
well-being. 

The Region worked in partnership with the community and Area 
Municipalities to develop and implement the Growth Management Strategy 
in an effort to identify where, when and how future growth should occur. 
Included in the Strategy is an objective to accommodate more growth 
through re-urbanization. The Growth Plan set a minimum target of 45 per 
cent for new residential units to be constructed within the existing Built-Up 
Area (BUA). 2013 is the fourth consecutive year that this benchmark has 
been exceeded (55 per cent in 2013); the most recent four year average has 
been 53 per cent. In addition, 22 per cent of residential units built in 2013 
were within 800 meters of the ION transit station areas. Single detached 
houses are still the prevalent dwelling type; however, more recent building 
activity indicates a shift towards higher density development, with over 40 
per cent of new permits in 2013 issued for apartments, and another 20 per 
cent for townhomes (up from eight per cent and 20 per cent 10 years ago).



More residential development in built-up areas

Brownfield program
Many key opportunities for reurbanization are associated with brownfield 
sites, vacant or underutilized properties such as former industrial sites, 
closed service stations or disposal sites that have remained unused 
or underdeveloped after the original business has closed. The Region 
recognizes the opportunities brownfield properties represent for new 
investment, and the important role these sites have in achieving the Region’s 
long term objectives. Therefore, the Region has developed the Brownfield 
Financial Incentive Program (BFIP), a collection of financial incentives 
intended to promote the redevelopment of brownfield sites throughout 
Waterloo Region. These financial incentives assist property owners and 
developers with costs associated with the environmental investigation, 
remediation and ultimate redevelopment of a brownfield site. 

All facets of the Brownfield Financial Incentive Program (BFIP) are being 
implemented in partnership with the cities. The Region is considering the 
expansion of the program to include Tax Increment Financing and non-
brownfield Tax Increment Grants.

Did you know
• The Region is now

the tenth largest
metropolitan area in
Canada, and the fourth
largest in Ontario with
a growth rate above
both the provincial and
national averages

• The Region is projected
to experience an
increasing rate of
population growth,
adding 200,000 people
over the next 20 years

http://seeourprogress.regionofwaterloo.ca
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Growth Management and Prosperity

Brownfields Financial Incentives Program
Community reponses

36 grant 
applications 

approved by the 
Region since 2006:

20 Phase 2 ESA grants ($534,053)

7 Regional Development Charge Exemptions   ($9,867,820)

9  Joint Tax Increment Grants 
 ($14,623,097-Regional Portion Only)

989 
new residential 

units created

996,809 
square feet of 

new non-residential 
floor area

185.5 
million dollars 

combined assessment 
increase

SEE OUR PROGRESS
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Economic development
Given the current economic climate, Regional Council has identified the need 
for a renewed focus on strengthening the coordination and implementation 
of economic development in Waterloo Region.

In 2012 the Region and Area Municipalities jointly engaged a consultant to 
evaluate and identify ways to improve the current approaches to economic 
development. Based on recommendations from their report, the Region 
along with Area Municipalities, stakeholders, community leaders and 
representatives from Canada’s Technology Triangle (CTT) worked together 
to develop a region-wide strategy to attract investment and strengthen 
economic development activities in Waterloo Region. In August, 2014 
Regional Council approved a number of recommendations related to 
economic development, including approval in principle of the first-ever 
Waterloo Region Economic Development Strategy as well as the creation of 
a new Waterloo Region Economic Development Corporation.

Other recent actions to improve the Region’s focus on Economic 
Development include: 

• Establishing an Office of Economic Development within the Region, and 
hiring a Manager of Economic Development; 

• Requesting the Province to add the Region of Waterloo to the list of 
Upper-tier Municipalities assigned “non-exclusive” legislative authority 
to participate in the “Acquisition, development, and disposal of sites for 
industrial, commercial and institutional uses.”(i.e. to allow the Region to 
participate in the development of “employment lands”);

• A Master Environmental Servicing Plan (MESP) and Community Plan were 
created for the East Side employment lands - a significant milestone in 
the development of “market ready” employment lands in the East Side.



Growth Management and Prosperity

East Side Lands development
Closely linked with the issue of economic development, Council has 
identified the need for a continued focus on land development intended 
primarily for employment purposes. The Region of Waterloo, the City of 
Cambridge and the Grand River Conservation Authority, in consultation 
with the City of Kitchener and the Township of Woolwich, worked together 
to develop a Master Environmental Servicing Plan (MESP) to advance the 
development of the East Side Stage 1 Lands. A 
MESP is a plan that provides recommendations 
for addressing issues and opportunities related 
to transportation, water/wastewater, storm 
water and the natural environment in support of 
future development of an area. The East Side 
Lands (Stage 1) Master Environmental Servicing 
Plan (MESP) was approved by Regional Council 
on April 9th, 2014.

The Plan calls for approximately 300 net 
hectares (741 net acres) of additional large 
lot employment lands to be developed within 
Waterloo Region. The lands are strategically 
positioned for future development due to their 
proximity to the Region of Waterloo International 
Airport, Highway 401 and major inter-regional 
roads (Highways 8 and 24).

Did you know
• Employment growth in 

all sectors within the 
Kitchener CMA is among 
the top in Canada.

• “…the area’s economy 
is expected to expand 
faster than Ontario’s in 
2014–2016, continuing 
a 12-year streak.” 

-Conference Board of 
Canada, 2014

SEE OUR PROGRESS
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Arts, culture and heritage
The Region of Waterloo owns and operates three museums: The Waterloo 
Region Museum (including Doon Heritage Village); Joseph Schneider Haus; 
and McDougall Cottage. Each year, about 108,000 visitors, including 30,000 
students, participate in the many events, programs and tours offered at these 
sites.

Promotion of the museums and events is actively pursued through the media 
and with Waterloo Regional Tourism Marketing Corporation (WRTMC) and 
the Creative Enterprise Institute (CEI). Cross-promotion of area museums, 
galleries, cultural organizations and tourism infrastructure (e.g. hotels) has 
also been developed. 

Promotion of these cultural facilities has been effective, as attendance at 
Waterloo Region Museum has reached almost 90,000 people in 2013, an 
increase of 30 per cent as compared to 2012. Museum membership also 
rose by 300 per cent to more than 900 family and individual memberships. 
The museum now participates in reciprocal admission programs for museum 
members with 11 other museums and historic sites across Ontario. 

The Region continues to support the arts in many ways and some examples 
include: Doors Open Waterloo Region, an annual opportunity to view unique 
architecture and behind the scenes operations at selected buildings; Creative 
Enterprise Initiative, promoting and supporting arts activities; Cultural 
Heritage Landscape Guidelines; ArtsSmarts; the Creative City Network; 
ArtsBuild Ontario; and the Waterloo Region Heritage Foundation which 
receives over $100,000 in annual funding. 

Twelve pieces of public art have been installed at Regional buildings since 
2002. The Waterloo Region Arts Fund receives about $250,000 per year, 
which it grants to artists to “make art happen”. In addition, the Region 
provided grants totalling $813,000 to larger arts organizations on an annual 
basis.



Sustainable Transportation

Develop greater, more sustainable and safe 
transportation choices.

The Regional transportation system provides the infrastructure to support 
cultural, economic, environmental and social activities to ensure Waterloo 
Region continues to be a great place to live and work. The goal of the 
transportation system is to offer accessible and affordable choices for 
moving people and goods in a safe, integrated and seamless manner which 
will support a sustainable and thriving community for current and future 
generations.

Rapid Transit
Planning for the rapid transit project 
began in the 1970’s when it was 
first identified in the Regional Official 
Plan as a vehicle to fundamentally 
shape Waterloo Region for the 
future, helping to move people, limit 
sprawl, encourage intensification 
and protect the environment. Over 
this term of Council there have been 
many milestones achieved and the 
project is now at a point where 
detailed design, construction and 
implementation are becoming a 
reality. 

In June 2011, following six years of 
technical studies and an extensive, 
unprecedented public consultation 
process, Regional Council made the 

Did you know
• Transit ridership has more than 

doubled since GRT was created 
in 2000. Annual ridership is now 
at 22 million rides per year, and 
continues to grow.

• Without Rapid Transit, the Region 
would need to build 500 new 
lane kilometres of roads over the 
next 20 years to accommodate 
expected growth. These new 
roads – the equivalent of 25 
Hespeler Roads – would cost 
approximately $1.4 billion and 
many would need to be built 
within existing neighbourhoods.

SEE OUR PROGRESS
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decision to implement Light Rail Transit as the choice for rapid transit in 
two stages. Stage 1 includes LRT from Kitchener to Waterloo as well as 
adapted Bus Rapid Transit (aBRT) from Cambridge to Kitchener. Stage 2 
will see the aBRT route converted to LRT, creating a 37 kilometre route of 
LRT across the three urban centres. In an effort to increase ridership south 
of the transit terminal at Fairview Park Mall, Regional Council approved 
the allocation of $1 million per year for 10 years to enhance ridership and 
encourage development along the aBRT corridor in Cambridge.

The brand name ION was selected as the most preferred option during the 
first phase of the Region’s public consultation process, registering strong 
first impressions and positive word associations. The name was approved 
on May 8th, 2013 by Regional Council, and five months later the official 
logo for ION was also approved by Council.

In February, 2012, the Region decided to use a public-private partnership 
approach to implement ION Light Rail Transit and undertook a rigorous 
procurement process to select a partner. In March, 2014 Regional Council 
approved GrandLinq as the Preferred Proponent to design, build, finance, 
operate and maintain the Stage 1 LRT Project. 

Construction is currently underway along the ION adapted bus rapid transit 
(aBRT) corridor, and along the ION light rail transit (LRT) corridor. Currently 
the ION LRT is on-time and within budget. Stage 1 of the LRT Project is 
projected to be completed by 2017.

Did you know
• The Region of Waterloo 

International Airport 
is the busiest General 
Aviation Airport in 
Ontario, and the 16th 
busiest Airport overall in 
Canada.

• Passenger traffic at 
the Region of Waterloo 
International Airport 
continues to grow with 
August 2014 being the 
busiest month on record 
thanks to the 14,196 
passengers that made 
the choice to “fly from 
home”.

http://seeourprogress.regionofwaterloo.ca
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Sustainable Transportation
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Central Transit Corridor Community Building Strategy (CBS) 
The Central Transit Corridor Community Building Strategy (CBS) was 
endorsed by Regional Council in December, 2013. The CBS guides the 
future preparation of the Central Transit Corridor and Station Area Plans 
to focus new development within existing urban areas, particularly within 
our downtown core and at rapid transit stops. This strategy will shape 
growth so that we can limit urban sprawl as well as protect our agricultural 
and environmentally sensitive areas. The strategy provides valuable 
information to investors and developers about the many opportunities that 
exist throughout Waterloo Region, and recognizes that cars, trucks and 
commercial vehicles will need to be accommodated while at the same 
time supporting the broader transit system. The CBS has been recognized 
with awards from several organizations including the Canadian Institute 
of Planners, the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada and the Canadian 
Society of Landscape Architects. 

Expanding the transit network
Expanding the transit network (Conventional Transit) while integrating it 
with the future Light Rail Transit System (ION) continues to be a priority for 
the Region. Annual transit ridership has increased from 9.5 million rides in 
2000, to 22 million rides in 2013 (a 132 per cent increase). To support the 
increased demand a comprehensive redesign of the system was necessary.

The comprehensive redesign of the transit network is based on a series 
of express corridors that connect with rapid transit. The GRT 2011 – 2014 
Business Plan was approved by Regional Council in February 8, 2012, 
which identified the requirements to implement key express corridors and 
local service changes to integrate the bus network with the approved LRT 
and aBRT services. 



In September 2011, the “201 Fischer-Hallman iXpress” was the first express route established from 
the redesign of the network. The route was subsequently extended in 2013 to reach Conestoga Mal. 
In September 2013, the east-west “202 University iXpress” was established, along with associated 
local route changes, and in April 2014, the “203 Maple Grove iXpress” was implemented between the 
Cambridge Centre and Sportsworld and will be extended to Conestoga College in September 2014. 

Population or Hours of Service and Ridership (millions) 

http://seeourprogress.regionofwaterloo.ca
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Sustainable Transportation

Encourage employers to support active and sustainable transportation
In 2012, the TravelWise program established a Transportation Management 
Association (TMA), which aims to connect employers interested in 
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) initiatives to achieve 
meaningful, long-term changes that encourage citizens to use alternative 
methods of commuting like transit, cycling, walking and carpooling. 

In January 2012, the TMA began with 14 member organizations and 
grew to 20 organizations by the end of 2013, exceeding expectations and 
reaching the pilot’s membership limit. Regional Council has since continued 
with the program, and the TMA has now grown to 26 organizations as of 
August, 2014. Over 25,000 employees of these organizations are eligible 
for TMA services, such as the GRT corporate discount transit passes, and 
emergency rides home. The success of TMA memberships, combined with 
the growing services it offers employees, continues to generate significant 
interest from additional organizations outside of the program. Staff expect 
this interest to continue through 2015, and are prepared to grow the TMA’s 
membership to 40 organizations. 

Walk Cycle Waterloo Region
The Region has committed to ensuring 
our growth is compact and concentrated 
within existing built-up areas. As a 
result, we must ensure our roads and 
transit systems are adequate and that 
pedestrians, cyclists and people with 
disabilities have good transportation 
options, along with good connections 
to the Grand River Transit and ION 
light rail transit systems. Walk Cycle 
Waterloo Region was developed to help 
make it easier to walk, cycle and use 

Did you know
People living in high walkable 
neighborhoods vs low walkable 
neighborhoods were found to be:

• 3 times more likely to walk 

• 3 times more likely to cycle

• 2.5 times more likely to take GRT

SEE OUR PROGRESS
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mobility devices to get around Waterloo Region. Walk Cycle Waterloo 
Region was developed in co-operation with the Area Municipalities 
and integrates and supports other Area Municipal plans that focus on 
walking and cycling.

Walk Cycle Waterloo Region was approved in February, 2014 by 
Regional Council and will be used during the planning, designing and 
constructing of our Regional transportation infrastructure. 

Advocate for improved rail service to Kitchener and Cambridge
To support many of the Region’s strategic priorities, improved passenger 
rail service between Waterloo Region and the GTA is essential. 
Therefore, Regional Council has identified the need for stronger 
strategic advocacy and coordinated action from the Region and the Area 
Municipalities. This includes ongoing advocacy for improved VIA rail 
service, improved GO rail service to Kitchener, and the establishment of 
GO rail service to Cambridge.

Some advocacy efforts have been successful to date resulting in GO 
Train service being established on December 19, 2011 with two morning
trains to Union Station and two evening trains returning to Kitchener. 
The Provincial government has recently announced the expansion of 
the daily GO Train service to include four trains in each direction by 
2016, as well as improvements to the rail corridor in an effort to reduce 
travel times between the Region and Toronto. The Province has also 
committed to establishing full-day, two-way Go Train service.

The 2009, the Cambridge to GTA Rail Passenger Feasibility Study 
identified the CP line to Union Station via Milton as the most promising 
routing option for future GO Train service to Cambridge. The Study 
has been updated in partnership with the City of Cambridge, and 
implementation alternatives have been examined, including the 
establishment of conventional GO Train service, and using Diesel 



Sustainable Transportation
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Multiple Units (DMUs). Regional and City staff will implement an action 
plan that includes discussions with Metrolinx, CP Rail, municipalities 
along the Milton Line, and MPs/MPPs with the goal of encouraging 
Metrolinx to initiate a study examining GO Train service to Cambridge as 
soon as possible.

Address priority transportation bottlenecks to reduce road 
congestion
The Region continually reviews the Regional road network to identify 
areas where congestion/operational issues are occurring. Specific 
locations are prioritized on an annual basis and solutions developed. In 
2013, a public participation project using a GPS mobile phone traffic app 
was piloted to assist in the identification of transportation bottlenecks. 
This project has been completed and locations were identified. A 
report will be presented to Council in 2015, which will identify remedial 
solutions and an implementation strategy.

Other initiatives to improve Regional road congestion and safety include 
the following:

• Since 2010, 12 control area optimization studies have been 
completed, resulting in average travel time savings of 13.7 per cent 
for vehicles;

• Since 2004, 19 roundabouts have been constructed;

• In the past five years, 66 intersections with traffic signals have been 
outfitted with pedestrian countdown signals; and,

• Since 2012, the Region has installed 17 accessible traffic signals and 
is replacing equipment at 42 locations to meet the requirements of 
the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act.
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The King/Victoria Transit Hub (“the Transit Hub”)

The Transit Hub will serve as a key anchor along Waterloo Region’s Central 
Transit Corridor, and help integrate transit station functions with a high-density 
mixed-use destination. Over the past five years, the Region of Waterloo has 
purchased several properties at the intersection of King and Victoria Streets 
for the purpose of developing a transit hub, and planning for the site is well 
underway. The development of the transit hub will link future Rapid Transit, 
GRT conventional transit, GO and Via train services, as well as GO buses 
and other inter-city bus lines into one seamless public transportation system. 
The hub will also serve as a significant catalyst for additional development 
on this property and within this part of the City of Kitchener known as the 
“Innovation District”. As the property owner, the intention of the Region of 
Waterloo is to achieve a landmark gateway development that is comfortable 
and convenient for pedestrians and seamlessly connected to transit. 

A number of studies and approval processes are being undertaken or have 
been completed to ready the site for interim use, and for future use as a 
transit hub and a major new development site. These include: the submission 
of planning applications to the City of Kitchener to provide for future private 
sector development of the site (including the completion of a Heritage Impact 
Assessment for the former Rumpel Felt building); the development of a 
Preliminary Site Design and Station Area Access Plan; remediation of the site; 
the required environmental assessments for the eventual closing of Waterloo 
Street to vehicular traffic and the development of various transportation 
facilities associated with the facility (including the future GO Rail and VIA Rail 
platform); and a market scoping study to determine the viability of various 
future uses of the site. 

The site has also been prepared for use as an interim parking area to support 
riders of GO and VIA Rail and to provide temporary parking facilities to assist 
the City of Kitchener in its economic development initiatives (until such time 
as additional parking is constructed elsewhere). 



Healthy and Inclusive Communities

Foster healthy, safe, inclusive and caring communities. 

The Region of Waterloo is working with community partners to take actions 
to reduce inequities and enhance community health, safety, inclusion 
and quality of life. The Region plans and provides ongoing programs and 
services to respond to the changing demographics and diverse needs of the 
community.

Region of Waterloo’s Comprehensive Approach to Poverty Reduction
Poverty continues to be an issue in Waterloo Region. In 2011, 
approximately 11.7 per cent of the 
population in Waterloo Region had a low 
income. The Comprehensive Approach to 
Poverty Reduction has been developed 
with specific actions to address poverty 
comprehensively across Regional 
departments and program areas, 
recognizing that each department at 
the Region has a unique role to play 
in reducing poverty. Examples of 
activities achieved throughout this term 
of Council include: the development 
of Inclusive Language Guidelines; the 
hosting of a Dialogue on Diversity on 
the topic of poverty and precarious 
employment with over 170 attendees; Innovation Hubs were launched 
to address the topics of affordable public transportation and affordable 
housing, which will continue into the fall of 2014. 

Did you know
In 2011, Waterloo Region had 
a median individual income 
of $32,780 and a median 
household income of $69,706, 
both of which were higher than 
provincial medians.

SEE OUR PROGRESS
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Healthy Communities Partnership
The Waterloo Region Healthy Communities Partnership has been 
established to take action regarding three community identified priorities, 
healthy eating, physical activity, and mental health promotion. The Waterloo 
Region Healthy Communities Partnership (Partnership) which is coordinated 
by Public Health, is part of a provincially mandated health promotion 
strategy that asks local community members to identify and advocate 
for local policy actions to improve health outcomes, and reduce levels of 
chronic disease. 

In 2013, the Partnership focused on identifying specific zoning and licensing 
bylaws that could encourage healthier eating. A report was developed on 
Planning for Food Friendly Municipalities, and community skill building 
workshops were established on how to advocate for favourable changes.

The Waterloo Region Healthy Communities Partnership was also able to 
support the Waterloo Region Active Living Network (WRALN) to develop a 
Blueprint for Physical Activity Action in Waterloo Region. 

In the fall of 2013 the Waterloo Region Mental Health Work Group 
(working with the Partnership) held a community forum to engage with 
75 community stakeholders at Kitchener City Hall. This provided an 
opportunity for the public to share their thoughts and opinions on mental 
health promotion and avenues for favourable mental health policy related to 
healthy eating, physical activity, and inclusive communities. 

2013 also saw Partnership research carried out in local townships. 
The Wilmot Healthy Communities Coalition, and Woolwich Healthy 
Communities, began work to develop local community profiles and 
policy recommendations specific to each township based on community 
consultations, reports on identified gaps in local service, and a review of 
existing policies. 

Did you know
• 34.9 per cent of the 

population aged 12 
years and older in 
Waterloo Region 
consume vegetables 
and fruit five or more 
times per day. This 
represents a decrease 
over time from 
2009-2010.

• 52.6 per cent of the 
population aged 12 
years and older in 
Waterloo Region are 
moderately active or 
active during their 
leisure time, a similar 
proportion to the 
provincial average.

http://seeourprogress.regionofwaterloo.ca
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Work with community partners to improve harm reduction and 
prevention programming for substance misuse
The Waterloo Region Integrated Drugs Strategy (WRIDS) was developed 
to prevent, reduce and/or eliminate problematic use of alcohol, prescription 
medication, and illicit substances. The Strategy was developed by a 
26-member Task Force who met over 2.5 years and brought forth 99 
recommendations to make the community safer and healthier. An 
Implementation Steering Committee has been established to oversee the 
strategy, including the four Coordinating Committees comprised of numerous 
stakeholders, including members with lived experience with substance use. 

Region of Waterloo Public Health introduced a harm reduction program and 
service improvements in 2013 and 2014, including overdose prevention training 
in a local high school, and the provision of naloxone (a drug that reverses the 
effects of an opioid overdose) at Region of Waterloo Public Health clinics. 

Enhance Emergency Medical Services (EMS) delivery and collaborate 
with health care partners to support system change
In order to address population growth and demographic changes, an 
Emergency Medical Services (EMS) Master Plan has been developed. The Plan 
includes quarterly performance reporting and key performance measures in 
order to address how effective and efficient the program is at meeting specific 
objectives, priorities, and legislated mandates. The focus of the Plan and the 
work that arises is on quality and performance, with measurement providing the 
information required to help make decisions and better manage operations. 

The Region of Waterloo worked in partnership with the University of 
Waterloo to develop a Response Time Performance Plan which was 
approved by Council in August, 2014. EMS has implemented a number of 
initiatives that combined have improved ambulance response time by 46 
seconds since 2010. 
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Public Health and Emergency Medical Services are part of a broader 
health care system in which primary care, hospital based care and other 
community based health supports have an impact on our ability to deliver 
excellent service through partnership and collaboration, and in some 
instances, integration. EMS continues to work diligently with community 
stakeholders and especially the area Emergency Departments and the 
Community Care Access Centre to try and reduce offload delays and 
return our resources to the road. Off load delays were reduced from the 
equivalent of 396 24-hour ambulance days in 2012 to 144 in 2013 and 
similar trends are expected in 2014. Successful ongoing collaboration with 
the hospitals and CCAC has resulted in sustained improvements in offload 
delays.

Support the Immigration Partnership
Immigrants to Waterloo Region now make up over 22 per cent of the 
population, and by 2031 it is anticipated that 1 in 3 residents in the region 
will be immigrants. The Waterloo Region Immigration Partnership is a 
comprehensive collaboration with local community stakeholders and the 
Region of Waterloo. The Partnership is responsible for developing and 
implementing strategies that facilitate successful settlement, integration 
into the community, and community engagement with immigrants and 
refugees in Waterloo Region. The Region provides administrative and 
financial management support to the Partnership. A Community Action Plan 
was launched in the Spring of 2014 to guide the work of the Partnership 
going forward. Staff from various departments within the Region participate 
on action groups within the Immigration Partnership.
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Supporting our seniors
Adults over the age of 75 are the fastest growing segment of the population 
in Waterloo Region. Area Municipalities and the Region of Waterloo along 
with community partners have created a Seniors Strategy and Seniors 
Advisory Committee to actively support the well-being of older adults in the 
community. The committee provides a venue and forum for stakeholders 

and community members to provide input on improvements of Regional 
services related to seniors and senior’s issues. The committee also provides 
advice and feedback on policy, planning and services delivered by Seniors’ 
Services and other Regional programs and services related to seniors. The 
committee provided recommendations on the Region of Waterloo Seniors’ 
Strategy, which was endorsed by Regional Council in August of 2014. The 
strategy includes a variety of recommendations to support older adults and 
includes actions that will ensure the Region of Waterloo continues to deliver 
programs and services in an age-friendly manner.

The Sunnyside Wellness Centre in Kitchener now offers publicly funded 
physiotherapy services for adults over 65 who are receiving Ontario 
Works, or Ontario Disability Support Program benefits. This will allow 
better access to physiotherapy services for up to 480 eligible patients each 
year. The Sunnyside Wellness Centre offers a unique setting for older 
adults to exercise and maintain wellness in a safe, accepting and barrier-
free environment. The Centre offers fitness programs (supported by a 
kinesiologist), physiotherapy, dental hygiene, massage therapy, foot care, 
therapeutic spa and education programs.



Affordable housing and reduce homelessness 
The Region continues work to increase the supply and range of affordable 
housing and reduce homelessness. The Homelessness to Housing 
Stability Strategy of Waterloo Region was released in 2012 and included 
40 action areas designed to end homelessness. One of these action areas 
focussed on ending family homelessness. A report was developed to raise 
awareness of the issue of family homelessness and build momentum to 
follow through on the actions outlined in this report. 

The Region has created 513 new units of sustainable affordable housing 
between 2008 and the end of 2013. An updated Affordable Housing 
Strategy 2014-2019 was endorsed 
by Regional Council on June 4, 2014. 
The goal of the updated strategy is 
to address the needs of at least 700 
households. This will include the 
creation of 350 new units and renewing 
or renovating 350 existing units. 

The Region will also participate in an 
extension of the Investment in Affordable 
Housing (IAH) for Ontario Program. This 
program is jointly funded by the provincial 
and federal governments and will provide 
another $800 million across the province 
for more affordable housing over six years 
(2014 – 2020). The Region’s allocation 
for 2014 – 2015 is $2,547,400. The IAH 
Program gives the Region flexibility to 
address locally identified housing needs.

Families in Emergency Shelter 
2008 - 2012

Families in Shelter

(65) INCREASE
3.3x

(214)

Children in Shelter

(105) INCREASE
4x

(420)

Average Length of Stay

(28 DAYS) INCREASE
.5x

(42 DAYS)

Did you know
• There has been a 

significant increase in 
demand for emergency 
shelter from families 
over the past six years.

• Since 2011 and the end 
of 2013 the Region has 
helped to create 513 
new affordable housing 
units (373 new rental 
and 140 affordable 
homeownership). 

• The waitlist for 2013 
was 3287, which has 
fluctuated over the past 
few years.

http://seeourprogress.regionofwaterloo.ca
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Service Excellence

Deliver excellent and responsive services that inspire 
public trust.

The Region of Waterloo strives to consistently provide high levels of citizen 
satisfaction in delivering citizen focused programs and services that are 
accessible, efficient, effective and responsive to community needs.

Diversity and Inclusion Strategy
A Diversity and Inclusion Strategy was developed and approved by Regional 
Council in June, 2012 in order to identify actions that will help make the 
Region’s programs, services and workforce more accessible and responsive 
to our diverse community. Through this project the Region is working to 
attract and retain a skilled, talented and diverse workforce in order to better 
understand and meet the needs of our community.  

Examples of work completed to date include:

• The establishment of Quiet spaces for staff prayer at 150 Main Street in 
Cambridge, 150 Frederick Street in Kitchener, and 99 Regina St. S. in Waterloo; 

• 10 dialogues on diversity were held with the community to identify and 
address barriers to working with various groups (immigrants, lesbian, 
gay, bisexual and transgendered, people living with a disabilities, black 
youth, people experiencing poverty, older adults and refugees). Over 
1,000 people attended the dialogues over the past two years; 

• Diversity and inclusion training was provided for management and 
frontline staff;

• Diversity and inclusion information was embedded into the 
Management Leadership Development Program, the New Employee 
Orientation Program, and in the Service excellence and Respect in the 
Workplace Training; 



• Bias awareness training has been piloted and revised;

• Tools and resources were developed for staff in order to improve access to Regional services and in 
our workplace. 

The Region has been working to implement the standards under the Accessibility for Ontarians with 
Disabilities Act (AODA) to comply with Provincial regulations and address accessibility issues in Regional 
Services. 

Service First Call Center
Research has shown that the telephone is still the most common access 
channel for the public, and through public input it was identified that there 
were clear opportunities to improve how citizens access Regional services 
through the telephone channel. On August 16, 2011 Regional Council 
approved the creation of the Service First Call Centre (SFCC). The goal of 
the SFCC was to consolidate the Region’s 127 phone lines into one easily 
recognizable number, offering a more consistent level of enhanced service.  

The SFCC was launched in June 2014 and is available 24 hours per day, 
seven days per week. The call centre responds to the majority of calls 
at the first point of contact, with the remaining calls being transferred to 
an internal expert with a single transfer. A unique partnership has been 
established whereby the SFCC is co-located at the City of Kitchener 
Operations Facility, and the City has the option of using the Region’s 
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) software, thus avoiding the cost of a duplicate system. 
Ongoing opportunities to partner will be explored as appropriate.

The SFCC currently handles on average 22,000 calls per month. To date, over 80 per cent of calls are 
answered within 60 seconds. Due to the large volume and complexity of calls handled by Grand River 
Transit (GRT), an additional year is being taken to transition responsibility for those calls into the SFCC. 
This transfer is expected to be complete in early 2015.

In April, 2014 a point of service option was introduced where callers can provide feedback on their call 
experience. To date 660 people have responded with 90 per cent reporting satisfaction with their overall 
call experience. 

Did you know
Calling the Region of 
Waterloo is easy!
• Call 519-575-4400

• One main number for 
Regional services

• Talk to a real person 24/7

• Over 200 languages

http://seeourprogress.regionofwaterloo.ca
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Service Excellence

Efficiency and value for tax dollars 

The Region faced significant financial pressures over this term of 
Council resulting from a combination of factors, including: increased 
costs associated with providing social services following the recession; 
reduction in Provincial funding for some programs; reduced revenues in 
some program areas; and the need to invest in new and replacement 
infrastructure to serve our growing population. As a result, Regional Council 
and staff have put significant effort into 
finding ways to deliver the Region’s programs 
more cost-efficiently. Staff identified $10 
million in efficiencies (base budget reductions) 
between 2011 and 2014. The Region also 
completed an organizational structure review 
in 2014, which has reduced the number 
of Departments and the number of senior 
management positions. Council has also 
initiated a Service Review which will look 
comprehensively at the Region’s services 
and service levels to identify opportunities 
for improvement in the efficiency of service 
delivery.

The Region also continues to implement 
program reviews in order to improve the 
efficiency and effectiveness of our programs. 
Program Reviews are intended to provide an 
objective assessment of the extent to which 
Regional programs are achieving intended 
results, the proficiency with which resources 
are administered, and the manner in which 
risks have been managed. Since 2011, 

Did you know
• Regional staff identified 

over $10 million in 
efficiencies (base budget 
reductions) between 
2011 and 2014.

• 28 per cent, of people 
ages 18-34, prefer to 
use new and emerging 
technologies rather than 
traditional channels to 
access government 
services (online 
payments, mobile 
devices, social media) 
Institute for Citizen 
Centred Service (ICCS, 
2012).

SEE OUR PROGRESS
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program reviews have been completed in Facilities Management and Fleet 
Services, the Region of Waterloo International Airport, the Rent Supplement 
Program, Cultural Sites, and Transportation Operations. Each of the program 
reviews has identified a range of program improvements and efficiencies, 
including cost savings, changes to policies and procedures, organizational 
changes, and improved effectiveness and accountability.

Recruiting and retaining skilled employees
In order to retain, recruit and develop skilled, motivated and citizen-centered 
employees, a number of actions have occurred. The Region piloted 
recruitment through Facebook for the recruitment of engineering positions. 
A process for identifying hard-to fill positions across the organization 
was implemented. As a result, Human Resources has developed and 
implemented strategies for recruiting identified hard-to-fill positions (e.g. 
the creation of a Junior Engineer Position). 

In order to gather input from current staff, a second organization-wide 
employee survey was launched in 2012. The results of the survey helped to 
identify the factors that most influence staff engagement, and what could 
be improved in the workplace. The survey is part of the ongoing effort to 
improve employee engagement and employee satisfaction. Ultimately, this 
will help to provide better service to the public.
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Improve awareness of Regional services
Public feedback has shown that citizens want to receive more information 
about the Region in order to better understand what services the Region 
provides. In an effort to raise awareness of Regional programs and services 
a series of “Touchpoints” commercials with the theme “What can we do 
for you today?” were created. These 30 second commercials aired in late 
July and early August of 2012, and again between June and September 
2013. The concept was also incorporated into the parade float, which was 
displayed at Oktoberfest 2012. In 2014, the Touchpoints campaign was 
expanded to include a three minute video, as well as display advertising on 
transit shelters.

The Touchpoints campaign achieved its intended goal of improving public 
awareness of Regional programs and services, based on data from 
concurrent Omnibus telephone surveys, which showed that awareness of 
Regional services improved in seven of nine categories. Analytics show that 
Regional website use (total visits and page views) increased by 5 to 10 per 
cent following the Touchpoints campaign. Social media metrics show that 
Touchpoints tweets and posts generated many retweets and “shares” as 
well as positive comments and conversation. The Touchpoints campaign 
earned a Gold Quill Award of Excellence from the International Association 
of Business Communicators.

Increase awareness of Council activities and opportunities for citizens 
to interact with members of Regional Council
Progress has been made to increase awareness of Regional Council activities 
and opportunities for citizens to interact with members of Regional Council in 
a number of ways, including the webcasting of Regional Council and Standing 
Committee meetings starting in December, 2011. The Region also hosted 
two all-Council meetings each year with area Councillors, and in May 2012, 
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local media were invited to participate in a Council tour of Regional facilities. 
In addition, policies were implemented in 2011 that will provide more 
flexibility to Members of Council to attend a greater number of community 
events. Articles by Members of Council are being published in community 
newspapers on a regular basis, and Councillors’ external websites and 
social media pages (where applicable) have been linked to their Regional 
web pages.

Explore opportunities for partnerships with area municipalities in 
order to improve services
The Region continues to explore partnership opportunities with the Area 
Municipalities on an ongoing basis. Specific examples include the following:

• The Region and City of Kitchener have developed a call center 
partnership involving the Region co-locating the new Service First 
call center with the City’s existing call center, and Kitchener using the 
new citizen relationship management (CRM) software acquired by the 
Region.

• The Region and Area Municipalities are working together to improve 
Economic Development Services.

• The Region and City of Cambridge are working together to accelerate 
the development of the East Side employment lands.

• The region and Area Municipalities developed a common “Service 
Listing” for use on all Regional / Municipal websites. 

The Region and Area Municipalities are also exploring the potential to 
collaborate on research and information gathering to support upcoming 
strategic planning processes.
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 Region of Waterloo awards and recognition

With the many accomplishments and progress made in the Region’s 2011-
2014 Strategic Plan, the Region of Waterloo has also been recognized as 
a leader by federal, provincial and professional organizations. Some recent 
examples include the following awards. 

National Award for Community Building Strategy
The Region’s Central Transit Corridor – Community Building Strategy has 
won an award from Canada’s top architecture body, the Royal Architectural 
Institute of Canada (RAIC), the Canadian Institute of Planners and the 
Canadian Society of Landscape Architects. This award recognizes 
individuals, organizations, firms and projects that have contributed to the 
quality of life in our Canadian cities and their sustainability. In 2014, projects 
in 12 communities across Canada were recognized.  The Community 
Building Strategy also received an award from the Canadian Institute 
of Planners to recognize planning excellence, innovation, impact on the 
profession, implementation potential and overall presentation of the 
Strategy.

Finalist for the 2014 Community Conservation Awards
The Region of Waterloo was among nine finalists for the 2014 Community 
Conservation Awards. These awards recognize commitment to energy-
savings initiatives and province-wide energy conservation. The awards 
are a collaborative effort supported by the Ontario Power Authority (OPA), 
the Association of Municipalities of Ontario (AMO), and the Electricity 
Distributors Association (EDA). 
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Canadian Urban Transit Association (CUTA) Award
Each year, CUTA recognizes exceptional Canadian transit agencies and 
the work they do. Grand River Transit won this year’s CUTA Corporate 
Leadership Award for Marketing and Communications for its imaginative 
202 iXpress campaign. The Get There Faster campaign launched in the 
summer 2013 and featured a cheetah, superhero and race car driver taking 
the bus. It highlighted the GRT’s latest express route, the 202 iXpress, 
which transports riders from the Boardwalk to Conestoga Mall with fewer 
stops. The campaign was executed through social media, cinema spots, 
household mailers and print ads. 

Award of excellence for Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
The Region won GIS awards for Best Web GIS, Best Public Sector GIS and 
for innovation in the field of GIS. The gold and silver awards, presented by 
the Urban & Regional Information Systems Association (URISA), recognized 
the Region’s web applications and internal tools created to improve 
effectiveness and efficiency. These tools solve many business problems 
such as: optimizing public health inspection routes; organizing critical 
information for emergency response; environmental enforcement; bus stop 
management; mobile apps for field data collection and helping Children’s 
services view locations more easily to plan programs and anticipate service 
needs. ESRI Canada gave the award of excellence for implementing 16 
unique applications across the organization that enhanced overall customer 
service. 
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Green House Gas (GHG) Reduction Champion

The Federation of Canadian Municipalities’ (FCM) recognized communities 
that have excelled in meeting the Partners for Climate Protection (PCP) 
program goal of raising awareness of climate change and taking action to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions (GHG). The Region of Waterloo was 
one of five communities recognized. As a relatively new member to the 
PCP program (since April 2010), the Region has worked hard to develop 
a comprehensive climate action strategy. In October 2013, the Region 
achieved milestones four and five for corporate operations — a new record 
for completing the PCP milestone framework. The Region also released 
its community-wide action plan shortly after, earning milestone three for 
the community in December 2013. As an upper-tier regional municipality, 
Waterloo’s approach to reducing GHG emissions has emphasised 
collaboration and shared objectives by working closely with local Area 
Municipalities, as well as several community partners. 

Moody’s maintains Region’s Aaa (Triple A) credit rating
In February, 2014 the Moody’s Investors Service rated the Region of 
Waterloo with the highest credit rating possible for the 14th year in a row. 
The Region’s Aaa rating reflects sound and stable financial management, a 
low debt burden and consistency in achieving positive operating outcomes. 
The Region of Waterloo’s debt burden is low when compared to its 
Canadian peers. These low debt and debt servicing ratios illustrate the 
Region’s successful fiscal track record and high degree of flexibility – two 
key characteristics supporting the Aaa rating. 
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2013 Ontario Concrete Awards for the Fairway Road Grand River Bridge
This award was presented to the Region of Waterloo in the structural 
design innovation category. The annual competition focuses on the 
achievements of owners, designers, contractors and suppliers that have 
made concrete their construction material of choice. The Fairway Road 
Bridge is the first new roadway bridge over the Grand River in over 40 
years. Built using more than 23,000 tonnes of concrete, the pre-stressed, 
post-tensioned concrete, cast-in-place segmental cantilever construction 
was chosen to avoid the need for piers and temporary supports in the 
Grand River. It is one of only a dozen bridges of its kind in Ontario and 
known for its durability. 

Gold Quill Award of Excellence “Touchpoints” commercials
The Region of Waterloo’s “Touchpoints” commercial campaign has been 
awarded a Gold Quill Award of Excellence by the International Association 
of Business Communicators. The six commercials, which highlight a variety 
of Regional programs and services, were aired on CTV and social media. 
The commercials feature staff members providing the various services to 
the community.

Peter J. Marshall innovation award
The Region of Waterloo along with York Region, the Cities of Brampton, 
Burlington and Hamilton, the Town of Oakville, and the London Transit 
Commission jointly received the Peter J. Marshall Innovation Award at the 
2012 Association of Municipalities of Ontario (AMO) annual conference in 
Ottawa. The award recognizes the Transit Inventory Management Services 
(TIMS) project. TIMS is the first initiative involving the consolidation of parts 
procurement for multiple transit systems through a single supplier in North 
America.
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Award for Leadership Role in celebrating and protecting heritage
In March 2012, the Region received the Lieutenant Governor’s Ontario 
Heritage Award for Community Leadership. This award recognizes 
communities that have a proven track record and demonstrated leadership 
in heritage conservation and celebration. The Region of Waterloo is the first 
regional municipality to receive this honour. The Region provides ongoing 
support for heritage through its stewardship, programming, promotion, 
conservation and commemorative efforts, including:

• Operation of the award winning Waterloo Region Museum, Joseph 
Schneider Haus National Historic Site, Doon Heritage Village and 
McDougall Cottage, and preservation of several heritage landmarks, 
including The Governor’s House and Gaol and West Montrose Covered 
Bridge;

• Ongoing support for heritage organizations and institutions such as 
the Waterloo Regional Heritage Foundation and the Heritage Planning 
Advisory Committee (HPAC); 

• Support for heritage festivals, events and volunteers; and 

• Protection of heritage resources through heritage policies and 
guidelines. 



Recycling Council of Ontario Waste Minimization Gold Level Award
In November 2012, the Region received the Gold Level 2012 Recycling 
Council of Ontario Award in the Municipal Diversion category. This award 
is to recognize the Region’s leadership, innovation and commitment to 
minimizing waste in workplaces, homes and communities. 

Ontario Parks Association “Protecting Tomorrow Today” Award
The Ontario Parks Association (OPA) presented the “Protecting Tomorrow 
Today®” award to the Region of Waterloo in February, 2012 for its work to 
reduce salt used for winter de-icing of parking lots, roads and walkways. 
Salt can have long term effects on our environment, vegetation, and our 
waterways. The OPA motto “Protecting Tomorrow Today” is a commitment 
to civic beautification and the advancement, protection and conservation 
of parks, open spaces and the environment in the Province of Ontario. 
The Region was noted for exemplary leadership and 
efforts in reducing the impact road salts and chlorides 
are having on water systems and the water courses 
throughout the region. The work on this initiative also 
drew the interest of many other municipalities, parks 
departments, road authorities and contractors to do the 
right thing for the environment.

http://seeourprogress.regionofwaterloo.ca

Protecting Tomorrow Today Award

Presented toThe Region of Waterloo

Paul Ronan
OPA Executive Director Bill Harding

OPA Board President

in recognition of your signi cant contribution to the betterment of parks and the  environment through your leadership in  protecting sustainable underground water systems and water courses in the region.

January 9th, 2012
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Communicating progress of the 2011-2014 Strategic Plan

Citizens have access to this report in multiple formats. As part of our 
commitment to greener choices, we are significantly reducing the number 
of printed materials and expanding web-based tools to encourage people 
to view our progress online. A website was developed to show progress of 
the 2011-2014 Strategic Plan, which can be found at http://seeourprogress.
regionofwaterloo.ca/. 

Department contacts:
In 2014, the Region made a number of changes to streamline and improve 
its organizational structure.  We reduced the number of Departments, 
combined related functions within the new Departments, and made other 
changes to more closely align service planning with service delivery in 
several areas.  This new organizational structure will help us to provide 
more efficient, effective and responsive service to the community.  The 
new Departments, and Commissioners of each Department are listed 
below:

Corporate leadership team (Department Commissioners): 

• Chief Administrative Officer - Mike Murray

• Public Health and Emergency Services - Dr. Liana Nolan

• Corporate Services -– Craig Dyer

• Human Resources and Citizen Service – Jane Albright

• Planning, Development and Legislative Services - Rob Horne

• Community Services – Douglas Bartholomew-Saunders

• Transportation and Environmental Services - Thomas Schmidt

http://seeourprogress.regionofwaterloo.ca/


Public engagement for the 2015-2018 Strategic Plan
We invite you to stay in touch with the Region’s Strategic Planning process. 
The public and stakeholder engagement process will begin in early 2015, 
and your input will help identify priorities and issues that you believe the 
Region should focus on over the next four years. 

Register to take part in the public 
engagement process and receive 
updates on what opportunities are 
available to participate as we work to 
identify priorities for the 2015-2018 
Strategic Plan. Visit our Public Input 
webpage for Strategic Planning on 
the Region’s website, or go directly 
to our ‘Strat Chat’ page 
(http://www.regionofwaterloo.ca/en/
regionalgovernment/publicinput.asp). 

Planning the future of our Regional government would not be possible 
without your input. Your thoughts and ideas will help us set priorities for 
Regional Council over the next four years. 

For more information on the Region of Waterloo’s Strategic Plan, visit our 
website at www.regionofwaterloo.ca. Questions or for alternative formats 
of this document, call 519-575-4400 or TTY 519-575-4608.

http://seeourprogress.regionofwaterloo.ca
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